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Welcome to the 2022 All Islands’ Art Show! 

 

The All Islands’ Art Show is an annual event held to showcase 

the visual artists of Haida Gwaii. The adjudicated show is 

hosted by the Haida Gwaii Arts Council in cooperation with 

the Haida Gwaii Museum. The show welcomes artists working 

in a diversity of media and provides the community with an 

opportunity to appreciate local talent.  

 

Exhibit Coordinator & Curator Jamie Mcdonald 

Art Show Adjudicator Andrew McDermott 

Haida Gwaii Museum Jisgang Nika Collison, SGaan 

Kwahagang James McGuire, Wiiget Jaad Cherie Wilson, Gid 

yahk'ii Sean Young, Gid qunee Lynn Hughan 

Haida Heritage Centre G̱id Uuwans Dana Moraes 

Dedicated Volunteers Betsy Cardell, Lance Reid, Betsy 

Cardell, Lin Armstrong, Caz, HG Arts Council & many more! 

Photographer & Videographer Josiah Fennell 

 

  



 

THANK YOU 

to our generous sponsors and partners 

 for making the 2022 

All Islands' Art Show possible! 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Presenting the 2022 

All Islands' Art Show 

Artists & Art 

Please note that the information is organized in alphabetical order  

by Artists' given names, using the following format: 

 

Name of artist 

Title of art work 

Medium and/or technique 

Size of art work 

Sale price or NFS (not for sale) 

Artist Statement 

Artist Website and/or social media info 

 

Alexandra Rinfret 
 
Cat with golden eyes 
  
Embroidered felt 
18" x 24" 
$400 
 
I love working with felt and I love cats, mostly because I find their faces 
extremely expressive (the other reason is their soft plushy fur, but that 
part doesn't translate into art, usually). This cat started off as a painting 
which I then re-created with embroidery thread. My next project is a 
new giant cat head which I want to finish by my birthday in September. 

 



 

Anna Socha 
 
Between 
 
Acrylic paint on canvas 
36" x 18" 
$200  
 
Between life and death 
Between land and sea 
Between chaos 
And simplicity. 
Ever flowing, these extremes. 
And here we are, 
Spawning. 
In between. 
 
I wrote this poem to accompany this piece, and also as a statement to 
myself as an artist. My art sways between different mediums and styles, 
and will likely never settle on one. I’ve always lived on the Pacific North 
West coast, and have watched the salmon spawn in the fall on the 
traditional territories of the Duwamish, the lək̓ʷəŋən and W̱SÁNEĆ, and 
the Haida. For this piece, I specifically drew inspiration from Jiix_uuniid 
G_andlaay Tarundl Creek. 
 
Instagram: @asocha.doodles 
 

 
Benedicte Hansen 
 
Tapping the Bones:  
resurrecting ancient music  
-a celebration of the light 
 
Acrylic on canvas, hand ground slate,  
mica and shells in acrylic medium.   
20” x 36” 
$1,700  



 
I have a deep interest in my own cultural roots, folk dancing and history. 
Here Nordic musicians are recreating ancient music, before the Roman 
Church arrives. They use replica instruments from archeological digs and 
recreate their music based on old folk music handed down through 
time. They give us a flavour of the ancient showing how people enjoyed 
life while struggling with climate change fears, and a proselytizing 
church threatening ancient belief systems.  These groups reanimate the 
dead bones of the past tapping into cultic experiences while reshaping it 
to speak to our present with intriguing musical forms and performances.  

 
Benedicte-s-studio.com Instagram Benedictes_studio 
 

 
Benita Sanders 
 

Small Island Revisited 
 
Pastel   
36” X 25” 
NFS 
 
 
This was an unfinished drawing I started years ago on a little island in 
Dawson Inlet. The drawing may have lost some of its original freshness, 
but I enjoyed reworking it with a better sense of space and composition. 
 

 
Bill Bellis 
 

Giving Thanks Respectfully 
 
Black tail deer antler and abalone 
20 cm 
$5,000  
 

The title of this piece is given to honor the spirit of the deer who come 
and give themselves to the hunters so they may feed and sustain their 
families over the winter.  This piece is from 3 deer that were given to 
me to feed my family and I would like to honor and respect them and I 
hope everyone else does as well. 



 

Billy N.C Yovanovich 
 
Changing Skins 
 
Water based metallic paint  
(rose gold, gold and platinum) 
20" x 16" 
$1,080  
 
 

This is a painting representing someone of high ranking changing into 
their sculpin skin which is highlighted by the metallic paint to hint at the 
social status of the being. It is similar also to the idea of the stone ribs 
story where he wears both his copper coat and halibut skin to gain even 
more supernatural ability.  

 
FB: Billy Ncy 

 
 
Cait Wilkinson  
 
Beach Pls 
 
Driftwood on wood backing 
21" x 38" 
$550  
 
This driftwood painting started with no concrete 
plan. A couple shapes were chosen to begin with  
and then other shapes grew off of those. The final form of this  
painting is the result of going with the flow. 
 
Instagram: @caiterpotaters 
 

 
  



 

Charlene Emerson 
 
Brown Bear 
 
Watercolor (Windsor and Newton),  
Fabriano Studio paper Watercolor.  
8" x 10" 
$65 
 
"Brown Bear", is a part of Haida Gwaii. Snacking on a family favorite 
fish, soaking his feet in the cool Tlell River.  
 
I paint with emotion, the good, the bad, and everything in between. 
Especially as a beginner! 
 
I hope you get to know our cuddly monster here and love him because, 
what more does a misunderstood creature crave in this world other 
than to love and be loved! 
 

 
Dawn-Elizabet Evans 
 
Humpbacks at Play 
 
Watercolour/charcoal printed on canvas 
14 " x 19 " 
$260   
 
"Humpbacks at Play" was my way of spending time with these 
magnificent creatures. I could sense their power, mood, environment 
and social world as I plunged into the waters with them. Their beautiful 
songs fill my mind as I consider these gentle giants of the deep.  It's a 
cheerful piece that delivers a great sense of joy and west coast beauty.   
 
Humpback whales at maturity can be 60 feet in length, weigh as much 
as 80,000 lbs and can live to be 90 years of age.  They have distinctively 
long pectoral fins and fascinating features such as expandable throats. 
  



 

Debra Gardiner 
 
Chanterelles 
 
Silk painting 
24" x 24" 
$225 
 
Chanterelle Mushrooms 
 
Chanterelle Season is a favorite for many Islanders. The mushrooms 
taste great and can be used in a wide variety of dishes. It is also a great 
opportunity to combine two of my favorite activities, hiking and food 
gathering. 
 
During one expedition I started looking at the Chanterelles through an 
artists’ eye. Immediately I saw oranges, browns, rusts and interesting 
shapes and contours. Silk painting seemed the natural medium to 
showcase the mushrooms.  Silk dyes produce vibrant colours and the 
silk drapes softly much like the mushrooms themselves.  

 
 
 
Dolly Garza 
 
Emergence 
 
Chilkat weaving 
3" x 2' 
$3,500  
 
The basic design came from a Chilkat tunic from Howkan, Alaska.  It 
represents our emergence from the pandemic as we go forward. The 
face you see on it is that of a baby frog.  

 
  



 

Dominic Legault 
 
this way and that vase 
 
Clay modified with a shell then brushed  
with slip then celadon glazed 
$95 
 
 
I use shells from the beach on my pots - on the wheel and in the 
finishing stages, to add some liveliness. I like the depth of layers it 
created in this vase.  
 
musicdominic.com @dominicpottery Instagram 
 
 

 
 
Donna Rhindress 
 
Sinfonia 
 
Yellow Cedar Burl, Ebony, African Argillite  
8" x 12" 
NFS 
 
  
I am very new to woodturning and I found my new obsession.  It is 
amazing watching wood and for this project, stone, turn on the lathe, 
the colours and beauty enhanced by the forms made by speed and 
metal, all working together in synchronicity. 
 
Instagram: donnarhindress 
 
 

  



 

Elizabeth Cardell 
 
“The Hyperaccumulators of Chernobyl” 
 
Felted Wool 
47 cm x 97 cm 
NFS 
  
I wish to honour the people of Ukaraine by  
acknowledging their very special application  
of flowers to clean up toxic waste. 
   
By the magic of phyloremediation, sunflowers are able to pull radio-
active heavy metals from deep in the Earth into their flowers and 
leaves. The plants then undergo a process which leaves only the 
radioactive material, which then is locked in Pyrex. 

 
 
 
Elizabeth Taylor 
 
Koi Pond 
 
Acrylic paint on canvas 
10" 
$310  
 
I painted this piece with acrylic paint on canvas. I enjoy making a variety 
of art, especially bright, bold pieces. I was inspired by the diversity and 
beauty of even the smallest pebbles and stones, and wanted to capture 
a little sliver of the world creatures of water live in.  
 
Instagram: mirrors_and_sm0ke 
 
 

  



 

Emily Lauren Hughes Baggaley 
 
Watching You Sail Away 
 
Acrylic on wood 
10" x 8" 
NFS 
 
I have always been more inclined towards portraits but have been 
finding landscapes and seascapes soothing to the soul in light of events 
in the past year. I created this piece in the months after my brothers’ 
suicide - in the throws of immeasurable grief I found some semblance of 
comfort creating a scene that says: "I am gone for now, see you later". 
Thank you to the community of Haida Gwaii for their continued support 
for my family and my father Mark Baggaley for his advocacy for mental 
health. Love and light to all. 
 
Facebook: SketchadoodlesAndFineArtByEmily 

 
Erin Harris 
 
Ocean Bed 
 
Fibre 
26" x 39" x 4" 
$950 
 
Ever since I was a small child, I have had a deep, spiritual connection 
with the natural world. My memories of jumping, swimming and diving 
down deep into the invigorating waters of the Pacific Ocean are 
complimented by the remembrance of walking in the lush, dark forests 
of the North Shore mountains.  
 
I have always been making things with my hands. I am drawn to natural 
colours and materials that are found, gifted or thrifted. 
 
“Ocean Bed” has been a way for me to explore the subjects of grief and 
polarity and to play with colour. 



 

Ever Mee 
 
Northern Light Weave  
 
Acrylic Paint, Gold leaf, Resin  
20" 
NFS 
 
 
I am a Métis, Ojibwe, and Nuu-chah-nulth artist and use painting and 
drawing as an outlet to express my heritage and gratitude for land. 
Using dreamy symbolic imagery, highly influenced by nature; my pieces 
encompass landscapes, animals, and people.  
 
My art style uses a colourful array of cool and mellow tones, as well as 
resin finishes on my pieces to create a soft atmosphere across my body 
of work. May each piece convey my wish to walk lightly on this Earth 
with presence deeply rooted.   
 
wildpixie4life 
 

 
 
Fran Fowler 
 
Rennell Sound 
 
Traditional rug hooking 
15" x 10" 
NFS 
 
"Rennell Sound" is #3 in a series of favorite Island views.  I used 
traditional rug hooking techniques, with recycled, hand cut t-shirts; 
which limits the pallet, but not the fun. 

 
  



 

Francis Sullivan 
 
The Fan 
 
iPhone photo / archival pigment ink print 
14" x 18" 
$150/print only (does not include frame) 
 
When not working as a photographer of fine art (hi-res reproduction) 
and custom photographic printer, I will indulge one of my photographic 
interests as a snapshot photographer [by snapshot, a hurried shot, 
taken without deliberate aim]. Love to play…play with cameras, with 
gadgets, computers and most recently iPhones. Hi tech, low tech, no 
tech. I’m intrigued by process, to see what happens if I press this 
button, apply that filter. To see how it will look as a photograph. As ink 
on paper.  Tweak here, tweak there. Playful. Serious. — momentary 
thoughts, fragments of time, place, being. Of being there.…all history 
now. 
 
Website: francissullivanphoto.com 
 
 

Gin Waadluwaan ‘un ‘unsid/Noel Bellis 
 
King ga Sdaaxam 
 
Red cedar carving 
4’ x 2’ 
$2,000 
 
The piece was the final piece of wood left from a log and I didn't know 
what to do with it.  When I saw the large feast bowl at the UBC 
Anthroplogy Museum, I wanted to do that.  The piece of wood told me 
it was adequate to be such a bowl instead of being burnt in a fire. I 
envisioned this piece in my sleep.  The wolf eel design, I drew on 
someone's helmet to practice and found it cool.  They are pink and 
purple.  I've drawn it on a paddle before and dream of carving it on a 
canoe one day. 

http://francissullivanphoto.com/


 

Haley Fields 
 
The Moon Cloud 
 
Weaving/fibre art 
42" 
NFS 
  
 
I primarily create oceanscape weavings, depicting scenes that speak to 
me from along the coasts of Haida Gwaii and other shorelines. I work 
with all types of fibres, but most often use handspun natural fibres.  
My work reflects the reverence I have for the ocean, its tides, and how 
life on the coast shapes us. This piece is one of my abstract works and 
reflects the marriage of tides and the lunar cycle. The moon's cycle and 
its connection to the tides feels akin to its power within the feminine, 
and in this way, brings me closer to the ocean. 
 
www.wildhomeworkshop.com  
Instagram: @wildhomeworkshop  
FB: Wild Home Workshop 

 
 
 
Jacquie Poschmann 
 
Lichen Nest 
 
Acrylic paint, lichen from the forest floor 
17" x 21" 
NFS 
 
 
I adore leisurely walks in the forest at a 
 toddler's pace.  We began to collect lichen together for "mommy's art" 
and I basked in some late nights sticking it onto a canvas.  I hope you 
enjoy it! 

  



 

Jamie Mcdonald 
 

Mandal-OS 
 

Sea lion vertebra on plywood 
42" 
$350 
 
I went for a kayak paddle in Kagan bay a few months ago and was trying 
to memorize the bones of the upper body for an anatomy exam I had 
coming up that weekend.  We were studying the spine and the scapula 
in particular.  All of a sudden, I looked down and found all of these 
vertebra and scapula...from what I believe is a sea lion.  My teaching 
aids just appeared in front of me!  I brought them home and meditated 
on what to do with them.  This piece is the result of that 
meditation...(FYI: OS in French means bone) 
 

Janet Rigg 
 

3rd Wave 
 
Oil on sewn canvas 
61.5” x 29” 
$1,800 
 
Janet has always been an artist, initially experimenting with her 
mother’s oil paints during her teens. She conceived of the sewn canvas 
technique in 2004. Random pieces of canvas are sewn together, 
stretched on a frame, and then hand sewn in areas to create tightness.  
 
Each canvas a unique sculptural creation. I look at it from every angle, 
until I see what it is. Then, painting begins. 
 
The subject theme is determined by my experience.  The specific form is 
determined by the folds of the canvas.  
 
The SewnArt canvases are one of a kind.  They can never be duplicated 
or reproduced. 
 
SewnArt.online 



 

Jason Goetzinger 
God's Eye, The Infinite Rainbow  
(The Watchful Eye Series) 
 
Acrylic on Canvas 
24" x 24" 
$2,500 
 
Throughout history governmental and religious entities have controlled 
the people that they ruled over by using the power of story, fear of the 
unknown and patriotic propaganda.  These tactics are still used today 
except they are combined with technologies like data collecting 
algorithms, social media, facial recognition and GPS. Our personal 
information is being gathered and sold to those wishing to influence our 
political views and buying decisions. 
    The God’s Eye paintings represent the eye of God and the idea of 
always being watched.  The deliberate placement of line and colour 
gives the effect of movement that is almost hypnotic. 

 
Judy Hilgemann 
 
Sharp Shadows 
 
Acrylic on wood panel 
10" x 10" 
$700 
 
This thimble was passed down from my grandmother, to my mother, to 
me. But the story that comes with it is not of domestic bliss, women’s 
work, or fancy embroidery. Grandmother’s story involves a painful 
childhood in a boarding school from the age of three, a wife’s struggle 
to love, estranged family, but also a kind and gentle husband who 
soothed the prickly parts of life, with unconditional love. The thimble 
was a tiny gift to protect Grandmother from pain, extravagant and more 
than they could afford, but one little piece of the life story that has 
remained.  
 
www.judyhilgemann.com 



 

Kayoko Daygert 
 
Curious Baby Warbler with 
Concerned Mama 
  
Watercolour 
58 cm x 47 cm 
$480  
 
I started this “Warblers” 3 years ago.  But having painted just the birds, I 
was stuck.  How do I continue?  Then last mid-winter, after 2 care-filled 
years it’s intended message vibrated.  It was clear, even to solitarily 
peculiar me, that "We All Need Each Other".  I can be occupied –but 
only happily --when others are well and happy.  Mama and Baby need 
others to share this Spring Morning.  Dragonfly and bees, butterflies and 
caterpillars relish being alive and busily living.  This watercolour is for 
me, about all critters Sharing the Forest and living beings sharing Earth.  
 
haidagwaiitrader.com    lovenorthernbc.com/community/port-
clements/business/art 
   

 
 
Kellie Hett 
 
Eagles of Jungle Beach  
 
Photography 
11" x 16" 
NFS 
 
My name is Kellie Hett and I grew up on Haida Gwaii. I have always had 
an interest in photographing nature and animals, especially eagles. This 
photo was taken on one of my walks at Jungle Beach.  

 
  



 

Kye Borserio 
 
Nawaay 
 
Lino print with beach salvaged  
mahogany frame 
10" x 8" 
$135  
 
 
 
 

Laura Dutheil 
 
Bird of Peace 
 
Acrylic paint 
36" x 48" 
NFS 
 
 
The "Bird of Peace" is an international symbol of Peace, also a global 
focus due to the war in Ukraine. The colours chosen are yellow and blue 
which are the colours of the Ukraine flag. My prayer is for peace and 
promoting this thru my art. Although I am primarily a precious metal 
engraver, I spend many hours drawing to determine lines for design. 
This meditative piece reveals how natures' creatures teach us how to 
exist in harmony. The bird of peace reminds us how beauty and function 
is part of survival. What do we value when looking at life? 
 
lovehaidagwaii FB: Tidal Zone Silver Studio 

  



 

Laura Sample 
 

Play Time 
 

Photo printed on photo board 
10.5" x 20.5" 
$85 
 

As a photographer, I am always searching for unique natural lighting on 
scenes and wildlife.   With this photo, I was thinking about the long 
exposures I use on the aurora and night sky shots. I thought it would be 
fun to do a long exposure on a day shot where a moving subject would 
have some interesting blurs. I used 3 neutral density filters and then 
added a polarizing filter on top of that to block the light through the 
lens. I then set the camera's ISO sensitivity to 64. I treated the whole 
photo like a late-night image by setting the shutter to 30 seconds. This is 
what 2-foot waves breaking over rocks on a falling tide created! Play 
time can be really fun with my camera. 
 

laurastruenorth.com FB: laurastruenorth 

 
 
Lex Forbes 
 
Weep 
 
Bark and string on batik 
12" x 12" 
NFS 
 
I make conceptual art with a focus on the  
relationship between humans and the natural  
environment.  My work is concerned with remembering, rebuilding, and 
exploring boundaries.  The boundaries between natural and unnatural, 
between human and non-human, and between wild and domesticated 
are pertinent to my work.  The works are surreal yet whimsical fictions.  
Ambiguity, contradiction, and juxtaposition express the complexity and 
paradoxical manner of humans within the natural world. 
 
www.lexiforbes.com 



 

Linda Berston 
 
Port Clements Covid safe A&W 2020 
 
Acrylic paint and collage 
24" x 36" 
NFS 
 
This painting is of a Covid safe event held to brighten our spirts as 
winter approached in 2020. Facilitated by Port recreation commission, a 
donation from the A&W and wonderful volunteers. The very 
accommodating Tlell Sea Hags put on their “The Band Kiss” costumes 
and were the car hops…..! And as always, I have a lot of fun with 
painting in bright colour and inserting the green ring, and other subtle 
messages. 

 
 
Lisa Schultz 
 
Blue Heron  
 
Acrylics / airbrush  
24" x 19" 
NFS 
  
I'm inspired by photorealism and the challenges it brings. Airbrush is a 
handheld, air operated tool that atomizes pigment as it's forced through 
a needle by pressurized air. 
For contrast and atmosphere, I’ve used soft blurry effects along with 
fine lines, by using a variety of techniques. It’s easy to get lost in this 
wonderful abstract world by focusing on the minute details; but it's also 
important to pull back in order to see the whole picture. Recently, what 
I paint isn’t as important as how I paint. My art and life naturally 
coincide. 
As I self-discover, my art discovers itself. 
 
Lisa Schultz on lovehaidagwaii.com 
 



 

Lori Macfarlane 
 
Otter moment 
 
Acrylic with 3d element 
12" x 16" 
$250  
 
 
I adore Otters. I worked on this piece for a long time but felt it was 
missing something. Adding the 3d element to it really made it feel 
complete and I am happy with how it turned out 

 
 
 
 
Lorrie Joron 
 
Out of the Rain:  
Saw-whet Owl and Amanita 
 
Needle-felted wool with a  
few found/repurposed objects 
19 cm x 20 cm x 15 cm 
NFS 
 
  
I had no idea how satisfying poking wool with a very sharp needle would 
be when I took my first workshop about six years ago. I haven't been 
able to stop. Of all the creative media I have worked with in fifty years, 
needle-felting fulfills my creative impulses most deeply. Success can be 
achieved in an hour or may take months. And I can work in my 
miniature magic of repurposing everyday items to round out a scene.   
To be raffled for Gwaii Animal Helpline, see FB page Gwaii Animal 
Helpline Fundraising or email me. 

 



 

Lynn Chi Lee 
 
Finding Home 
 
Copper plate engraving, oil-based ink 
12" x 11" 
NFS 
 
We all seek to find home 

whatever wherever it be. 

A place. A person. 

A passion. A head space. 

Home is feeling of belonging. 

Of content. Of acceptance. 

Of confidence to 

venture beyond familiar. 

Sometimes as simple 

as a kelp forest. 

 

I am someone who practices visual art, music and ecology. 

Mostly, I do my best to travel with love, light and gratitude; to be a 

reciprocal friend and good neighbour of the humans, animals, plants 

and microbes I share this earth with. 

 
This piece embodies much gratitude for my friends, neighbours and 
colleagues who are my home! Particular thanks to Benita Sanders for 
generously sharing her encouragement, expertise, studio space, and 
garden; for making this work possible at this time and in this place. 

 



 

Manzanita Snow 
 
Spring Dream 
 
Acrylic paint on canvas 
11" x 14" 
$200 
 
My spring portrayal features a small tree in  
new leaves hung with natural treasures. It  
recalls the Easter Tree I have decorated for many years in my home. My 
old bunny "Peaches" lives here in peace and happiness. She still lives at 
12 years old. I hope you find joy in this dream of mine. 
 
 
 

Margaret Fennell 
 
Reach 
 
Acrylic 
60 cm x 90 cm 
NFS 
  
REACH: 
Inspired by a series of silhouette photos taken  
by our daughter, Reina Fennell, while living and  
working in New Zealand this past year.  
To me this image says,  
"No matter the struggles, challenges & pain life may throw at us  
press on, dream big, endure....REACH!" 
 
(The boarder contains some iconic New Zealand symbols:  
-Top Right corner is the Southern Cross constellation.  
-Lower L corner is the Maori, Koru representing: New life, Growth, 
Strength & Peace.  
 

  



 

Mark Stevens Baggaley 
 
Trading Up The Inside Passage 
 
Acrylic on Birch plywood 
12" x 8" 
NFS 
  
This is one of several studies of water and sky and their relationship to 
the people of the northwest coast. 

 
 
 
Melissa Allen  
 
One Feather. One Sky. 
 
Oak, brass, photograph paper, ink. 
24" x 16" x 16" 
$1,500 
 
I came across a dead Eagle after witnessing the  
release of a rehabilitated Eagle from a local  
sanctuary in Sandspit. From elated to heartbroken. I hope that for every 
Eagle one feather stands at attention to honor a majestic life.  

 
 
Michelle Scott 
 
Sea Cozy 
 
Knitted yarn 
40 cm x 28cm x 24 cm 
$75 
 
A whimsical nod to our connection with the ocean and the benefits of a 
nice hot cuppa 



 

Miranda Post 
 
Lost Island Sapdaga 
 
Mixed media: paper, copper wiring, maps, writing 
20" x 24" + booklet 4"x 5" 
NFS 
  
Miranda Post is a writer, maker, traveler and mom located on Haida 
Gwaii. She enjoys exploring Haida Gwaii's waters and backroads drawing 
inspiration from the lands, ocean and inhabitants. "Lost Island Sapdaga" 
is a piece inspired by a trip I took there in 2018. The mixed media piece 
is based on a song bird report produced by Gwaii Haanas in 2011, bird 
songs researched on AllBirds.com, trip observations and data from 
iNaturalist. The hope behind this piece is that the chatter and wildness 
of this tiny group of islands will continue for years to come.  

 
Nancy Hett 
 
Ocean Themed Tea Set 
 
Stoneware Clay and Glazes 
Medium size tea pot,  
small cream and sugar bowl  
approximately 12"x 8"   
$120 for set 
 
My aim in making this piece was to express my appreciation for the 
ocean life around me. Having lived with the ocean at my doorstep for 
over 40 years, I sometimes forget to appreciate or even notice it. This is 
to highlight the diversity around me and keep me aware of it. 

 
  



 

Penny Richardson 
 
The Best Day 
 
Acrylic 
18” x 24”  
NFS 
 
A sunny day on the Tlell River. A boy fishing, in his gumboots, in the 
water…. 
Will he catch a fish? Does it really matter? Making memories. 

 
Rebekka Vogstad 
 
The Land Protectors 
 
Acrylic paint, ink and seashell frame 
3D frame circle 
NFS 
 
On Xaida Gwaii a long, long time ago, our ancestors, land, animals and 
oceans lived in an unconditional, treasury bond that was spoken in 
many ways and forms but mostly by storytelling by a fire.  This painting 
enacts the Responsibility, Relevance, Reciprocity, and Respect 
indigenous Generations will forever value in our nations, land and 
planet. It’s based on how our decisions affect everyone good or bad as 
our actions display unity. While our Ancestors help us in the heavens, 
and give guidance from our elders, and for the meek precious children 
to the adult who walks so softly on the earths sands and protects what 
is worth nothing because some things are priceless. Help us save our 
forest, rivers, oceans, bears, and salmon. 

 
  



 

Rhonda Hall 
 
8 Turns to Home 
 
Mixed Media 
10" x 26" 
NFS 
 
These images were shot on a borrowed medium format camera, the 
film processed and prints made in makeshift darkroom spaces. 
 
"8 Turns to Home" are the literal directions, repeated over years of 
driving, to and from my original home in Abbotsford, from Vancouver. 
 
The idea of more deeply considering the physical distance between 
myself and my family (home) began then. That space between which 
simultaneously can both separate and connect. Now from Daajing Giids, 
Haida Gwaii, that space has grown.  
 

 
 

Rhonda Lee McIsaac 

My Glassball Point (Gogiit Point) 
 
Acrylic paint, canvas frame  
6" x 6" 
$150 
Landing ashore can be tricky. This winter was especially tough because 
of the turbulent weather, our anxiousness to participate in the shoreline 
clean up project, and the short deadline to get the work done. Finally, 
for two frigid weeks we travelled down to Swan Bay, Burnaby Island, 
Laskeek Bay, and by T'aanuu and Cumshewa. Trips like these open me 
up to different perspectives, a new atmosphere, and personal growth. 
That is more tricky than landing on shore without slipping on the wet 
craggy rocks at Gogit Point; my glass ball point.  

 



 

Robert Vogstad 
 
Xaada Frog 
 
Mixed medium, Japanese paper collaged on panel board with acrylic 
paint, copper nails 
3' x 14" 
$1,000  
 
It's an expression of colour and subtleties of textures, fusion of 
traditional values and form lines with a modern approach.  

 
 
Rolf Bettner 
 
... trying to turn the tide 
Xerox print 
16" x 22" 
$999.99  
 
Ozymandias By Percy Bysshe Shelley 
 
I met a traveler from an antique land, who said 
“Two vast and trunkless legs of stones stand in the desert . . . 
near them, on the sand, half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown, 
and wrinkled lip, 
and sneer of cold command, 
tell that its sculptor well those passions read - which yet survive, 
stamped on these lifeless things, 
the hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed; 
And on the pedestal, these words appear: 
My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings; 
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair! 
Nothing beside remains. 
Round the decay of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare the lone 
and level sands stretch far away" 
 



 

Sandi Gray 
 
Up the Coast 
 
Oil on canvas 
12" x 24" 
$400 
 
Going “up the coast” is one of my favourite things to do on Haida Gwaii. 
Walking on the beach among the rocks, grounds me. 
The ocean is inspiring with its movement and its bounty. 
The horizon brings a sense of wonder of what lies beyond and the 
anticipation of what may be approaching. 

 
Sandra Marie Mievre Kennedy 

 
Incomplete beachcombers checklist 
 
Embroidery on fabric 
14" x 72" 
NFS 
 
This piece is a large deviation from my usual work,  
as a collage artist, but change is nearly always a good thing. 

 
Sandra Price 
 
A Name and a Change 
 
Quilting 
40” x 24” 
NFS 
  
The last time Haida Gwaii rose from the sea more than 15,000 years 
ago. When the Haida people emerged, they gave the first names to 
features of the land. Non-indigenous settlers arriving 200 years ago 
gave new names to old places. What names will we use today? 



 

Sarah Barnhardt 
 
Winter Wave 
 
Acrylic pour on canvas 
36" x 18" 
NFS 
 
I have been exploring this new and exciting medium for about a year 
now.  It is a fluid art technique in which you pour paint, mixed with a 
thinning agent/medium to cover the entire canvas.  Then you can 
manipulate the paint in a variety of different ways.  The paint reacts in 
different ways depending on its viscosity and opacity creating the 
"cells".  More cells can be created by adding small amounts of silicone 
oil to some colours.  I feel like a mad scientist at times, mixing my 
concoctions and seeing what happens.  It's messy, it's fun and I love it!   

 
 
 
Shannon Greenwood 
 
Stories of this place 
 
Cedar bark and dryer lint  
paper, mixed media 
26 cm x 66cm 
$185 
 
This piece honours the essential connection to the land and waters that 
surround us. Listening to the stories shared of the place where we are 
privileged to be, with humility and respect, is crucial to drastically 
altering the current trajectory of humanity.   

 
  



 

Sylvia Young 
 
Jellyfish 
 
Yellow on red Cedar weaving 
3 pieces - 2 x 6" & 10" 
$1,000 
 
I've been crocheting for my grandson, and did a jellyfish and then got 
inspired to do these.  Feeding off of my other artwork. 
 
 
 

 
Tashika  
 
Unknown 
 
Acrylic paint on plywood 
1' x 5' 
NFS 
  
 
 
 
 

 
Terry-Lynn Wood 
The Tree. 
weaving 
6.5" x 4.5" 
NFS 
  
I am in a black hole with my usual creativeness (photography) but am 
dabbling in other artistic methods to release some energy. This is my 
first weaving after a workshop.  

 



 

Valerie Joy Henderson Stockdale 
 
North Beach Driftwood 
 
Watercolour  
14” x 12” 
$400 
 
Valerie Joy Henderson was born and raised in Flin Flin, Manitoba and is 
now a resident of beautiful Haida Gwaii. She is inspired by the raw rustic 
beauty of Haida Gwaii.  
 
Being open and interested in all art forms has given her a broad 
perspective which allows her a to mix different art forms to create 
unique works that are much diversified. She loves to paint abstract but 
there is a thread of non abstract landscape paintings that runs through 
her work.  
 
Valerie works with acrylic paint and mediums, watercolour, ink, 
graphite, charcoal, and clay.   
  

 
 
Xena Jónasson  
 
Skull in pointillism 
 
Ink 
10" x 12" 
NFS 
 
All my bad days and boring times put on paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


